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Meat Loaf opens up about onstage health problems
Veteran singer MEAT LOAF has blamed his stage blackouts on past concussion injuries, he has secretly suffered with the
However, he passed out backstage at a show just days later, and the star has now confessed he suffers with "equilibrium" issues, revealing on The One Show, "I've had 18 concussions and for the last three or four years they've been flaring up."
He adds, "After 18 concussions I knew something had to come around, sometime. My equilibrium is off. The last few years I
on stage, I will wobble a bit and stumble, and you see them (the audience) right out there (saying), 'He was drunk up there!'.
No mam, I wasn't. They just assume because they've heard so many rock stars are drunk onstage, I was (sic)."

Meat Loaf is said to have cheated death on numerous occasions, having crashed in a car which rolled over, been hit on the
head with a shot put, and being struck by Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome. In October 2006, his private jet had to make
an emergency landing at London's Stansted Airport after his plane's forward landing gear failed.
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Amy Davis – Miss Utah 2004 (Cheerleading accident -2001) Frontal Lobe Damage; balance, coordination, depression,
focus. Chosen brain injury education, prevention and support for her main goal as Miss Utah.
Barbara Mandrell – Country Singer (Car Accident – 1984) Head trauma; confusion, agitation, rage.
Bob Woodruff – ABC News Correspondent( Roadside Bombing Iraq – 2006) Head Trauma, Bob Woodruff Family Fund
for TBI – a fund to assist servicemen and women and their families affected by the war in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Della Reese – singer /actress (massive hemorrhagic stroke 1979 on ‘The Tonight Show’) misdiagnosed for 2 weeks with
a drug problem before discovery of an aneurysm burst in her brain. Holds yearly Stroke Galas in Hollywood. Spokesperson for the National Stroke Association
Dick Button – commentator- 2 time Olympic gold medallist- figure skating (Head Trauma – 2000- fall on the ice) memory loss, violent outburst. National Spokesman for the Brain Injury Association of America
Ernie Irvan – NASCAR Driver ( suffered 2 TBI in racing accidents in 1994 & 1999) member BIA of MichiganIrvan
formed a non-profit foundation called Race2Safety and works with the Association to educate the public about TBI
prevention and help spearhead development of next-generation head protection safety equipment for children.
Gary Busey – Actor / Comedian (motorcycle accident 1988) works for helmet awareness
Natasha Richardson – actress (skiing accident – died 2009 epidural hematoma) wife of Liam Neeson
Brett Michaels – singer / entertainer (brain hemorrhage/ stroke – 2010) also suffers from Type 1 Diabetes, Hyponatremia, a lack of sodium in the body, which leads to seizures, and Cardiac issues. Suffers from headaches memory loss,
fatigue, motion issues.
Merrill Hoge – Former NFL runningback / ESPN analyst)(multiple concussions) suffered 2 concussion within weeks of
each other, stopped breathing & had to be resuscitated. Forced to retire due to brain injuries 1994. Also a Cancer
survivor – Non Hodgkins Lymphoma
George Clooney – Actor cerebral/spinal fluid leakage 2006 ‘Syrianan’) surgery to repair the Dura membrane from the
base of the brain to the end of the spine. Suffers from daily headaches.
Betty Clooney Foundation Rehabilitating Persons with Traumatic Brain Injury – TBI The Betty Clooney Foundation for
Persons with Traumatic Brain Injury has been serving the needs of persons with Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) since
1983. The Foundation was named in memory of Betty Clooney. Betty was Nick Clooney and Rosemary Clooney's younger
sister, and the aunt of George Clooney. Betty died of a brain trauma caused by an aneurysm.

What to Expect in the Initial Days after the Injury

Initially, your survival may be the
key issue. Doctors will try to reduce
brain swelling, stop any brain bleeding,
and keep your heart rate, breathing,
and blood pressure stable.
As you regain consciousness you may
be agitated and confused. Chances are
you will not remember this part of
your recovery.
If you are dealing with a braininjured loved one, you need to steel
yourself to deal calmly and patiently
with the patient so that he or she will

not become more agitated. Speak
slowly, in short sentences. Realize
that the patient may not understand
what you are saying; this is normal in
the first stages of recovery and does
not mean that this is a permanent condition. This condition is sometimes
hard for family members to grasp,
since the brain-injured patient may
seem to be speaking normally.

will be your best guide.
Talking with the patient’s doctor can
help you understand what is going on
at this stage. It is also important to
talk with the nurses and physical
therapists; these professionals may
be better able to explain the patient’s
condition than the doctor can, since
doctors are frequently in a rush and
may not have time to deal with all of

Sometimes touching the patient can

your questions. In addition, nurses and

make them agitated; in other cases, a

therapists are more involved in the

comforting touch may be exactly what patient’s day to day care routine and
is needed. Your loved one’s reactions

so may have excellent insights.

Can Recovery be Predicted?
brain injury depends on a number of factors and
Predicting recovery from a traumatic brain injury is

may not be the same even for patients in similar general

tricky. In the first days after the injury, doctors will use a

health and age with similar injuries. However, patient’s overall

standardized scale such as the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) to

health, physical condition and age will be one factor in trying

classify the serious of the injury. The higher the number on

to predict the rate of recovery. Younger people are more

the GCS the milder the injury is and the greater the chances likely to recover fully from brain injury than older people are.
Brain imaging scans are not always helpful in judging the exof a full recovery. A rating of thirteen or over indicates a
mild brain injury. A rating between nine and thirteen indi-

tent of the injury; sometimes scans may show nothing wrong

cates a moderate injury and rating of eight or below indi-

and yet the patient is clearly demonstrating signs of brain

cates a severe brain injury. Ratings on the GCS scales and

injury.

other standardized scales are useful, but only to a point;
they cannot predict the rate at which an individual person will
recover.

Johnson notes that the patient’s IQ may play a factor in the
extent of his or her cognitive impairment. For example, a
person with an above average IQ will be less at disadvantage

The location of the injury is also a factor, since different

by losing ten IQ points than a person with a lower IQ will be.

areas of the brain control different bodily functions. Some

Johnson explains, however, that patients with higher IQs

areas of the brain are more able to recover than others are.

may also be more attuned to extent of their injury and thus

Scientists still do not understand all the factors contributing may be more easily depressed or disheartened when their
cognitive abilities do not return to former capacity.
to recovery from brain injury. Brain injury kills some of the
neurons (nerve cells) of the brain, but it is believed that in
some cases the neurons may simply be injured; if these neurons are able to recover, the brain will be likely to regain
more function. In some cases, other neurons which were not
injured may take over the function of the damaged or dead
neurons.

Despite the uncertainty in predicting recovery from a brain
injury, the good news is that doctors today have a far
greater understanding of how to help the brain injured patient, than they did in the past. Even though you or your
loved one may never completely recover from a TBI, there
are ways to cope. Developing confidence that you can deal

Dr. Glen Johnson, clinical neuropsychologist and Clinical Di-

with your new limitations will help speed you on your way to

rector of the Neuro-Recovery Head Injury Program in Trav-

the best possible recovery for your individual circumstances.

erse City, Michigan explains that recovery from a traumatic

Lunch Program
March 22nd, fifteen members enjoyed
hamburgers from Jeannine’s Backtalk Café
and hotdogs that Barry cooked on the bbq—
another great job Barry!!! Kreg also provided
us with a delicious carrot cake.
Nicole’s Aunt Sue joined us this month, great
to meet Aunt Sue!!!!
Next lunch program is scheduled for April
26th with shepherds pie and caesar salad.
We will not be meeting again till September.
Have a great summer!!!!

June
Is Brain Injury Awareness Month
Candlelight Vigil and BBQ - kick off or Brain Injury Awareness Month. May 31st, 5pm at the back
of BIAQD office
(NO PARKING IN PARKING LOT).
Please RSVP by May 15th.
Survivor Art Show - June 3rd to June 28th.
Drop off items at BIAQD Office or contact before May 24th. Can include art,
crafts, woodwork, poems etc.
Reception June 13th 4-6pm.

ADDICTIVE
CONFECTIONERY
BAKING
COOKIES
BARS
CREAM PIE
BITTERSWEET
CUPCAKE
BROWNIES
DARK
CAKES
DECADENT
CANDY
DELICIOUS
CHIPS
DESSERT
CHOCOLATIERS
DRINKS
COCOA
Find and circle all of the words that

FILLING
FONDUE
FOOD
FUDGE
ICE CREAM
ICING
INGREDIENT
MILK
MOUSSE

PUDDING
SEMISWEET
SUGAR
SWISS
SYRUP
TREAT
TRUFFLES
UNSWEETENED
WHITE
are hidden in the grid.

The remaining 55 letters spell a secret message.

Mary-Ellen Thompson, Ph.D.
CCC(SLP), SLP(L), Regd. CASLPO

Practice in Language, Speech and Cognitive Communication

1 Bridge Street East, Suite 300, Belleville, ON K8N 5N9
Phone: (613) 961-1719, Fax: 1-866-748-6319
www.metphd.ca

email: met@metphd.ca

Okay…. We did not have a story submitted this month so I thought I would share “moments” with you.
After 3 1/2 years….
1.

My first “walk”. You will all understand the 2 persons help to the washroom in the hospital?! They do not count. I
was home, semi upright and I walked to the end of the driveway...Peter helped me back to the house. I was so
happy with that I felt better! Six months later I was walking with very little ‘drag’ on my right side. Now things
are good as I can walk just fine and only have the ‘drag’ when really tired.

2. Getting dressed is different. I cannot wear things that I cannot stretch over my head as my arm just won’t let me
get it done. So after a year home I was dressing myself in my new stretchy wardrobe. I still needed help with
shoes, zippers and coats...but now I can do these!
3. Eyes… what can I say is a good “moment”….this is a very sad spot for me…. I have learned to walk to the left to ensure I can remain on the sidewalk, I watch Peter’s shoes to follow him , I look at the ground to try to see if there
is anything that may make me stumble. If I know the area, I can usually remember the hazards. This is one thing
that will not get better so I have learned to cope and I should think of this as a big accomplishment and I do but I
am very sad about the loss.
4. A silly one is sneezing and it is crazy but I never did this for about 2 years! I did not miss it though ;}
5. Maggie MaY, what? You had to know I would mention her!! At first I stood with support and the girls would get her for me. I would touch her nose and that was it. Now
at this time I am tacking her myself and riding her. We walk and trot well together.
This year I hope to try cantering and be able to manage her and stay on the saddle! I
hope to be comfortable doing this this summer!
6. Well it was clear to all I would never drive again….so I got a scooter. It did not take
long and I was off to the barn on it. Peter went with me a few times so we could see
any obstacles which was the best way. He did a great job as I go independently now.
7. Oh and a big “moment” for me was realizing I was dreaming again! It is so funny to wake up
with a dream on your mind… was it really a dream, or did I do it? Ha ha I think I can figure
it out, but if not there is always Peter to ask!!!
Well that is it for now…. I hope you see how important the caregiver is in your life to help get
some “moments” for you.

•

Sooooo walking. When I was stepping across-boat to boat– Peter failed to mention the large gap of water, the result is funny
now…

•

While walking along I was looking to stay on the right path and smacked into a truck mirror face first, it is funny now…

•

Dressing for the day and finding out when getting ready for bed everything is backward and no one tells you, it is funny
now

•

Tacking up Maggie and putting saddle pad upside down, it is funny now

•

Toothpaste missing brush or on the wrong side...sigh… still happens, but funny….

Mentor Training
May 24th 9-2:30pm at BIAQD Office. If you are interested in becoming a mentor contact the office.
Come and help find those ‘moments’ for someone...

Recreation Program
Supervised weekly Tuesday evening activities for individuals with an acquired brain injury. All participants are to meet at the BIAQD office by 5pm and return at 8pm. This program gives the opportunity to rebuild life skills, social skills, independence, confidence, self esteem, develop friendships, cognitive & social skills and increase physical activity in the community. Activities can include dining out,
movie night, playing pool, bowling, hiking and/or nature walks

May 7

May 14

May 21

May 28

Caregivers Group
Monthly Caregivers meetings are held on the second Thursday, 1pm at RCBIS office, Quinte Mall for caregivers and family members that
are affected with brain injury individuals.

May 9

Information & Support Meetings
Monthly meetings are held on the third Thursday, 5pm at the BIAQD office for individuals with an acquired brain injury and caregivers/
family members. There is opportunity to share stories, have group discussion, socialize. Occasionally a guest speakers will be scheduled.
Pizza and refreshments are also provided.

May 16

Lunch Program
Nutritional monthly lunch program provided on the fourth Friday of the month at BIAQD, 12:00pm for individuals with an acquired brain
injury. Participants should RSVP their attendance.

Cancelled till September
BIAQD reserves the right to restrict participants in any event, program and/or activity where deemed appropriate to
do so.
All participants must also be a member of the Association.

For people living with ABI
The Peer Support Mentoring Program for people living with ABI connects an individual who is a “veteran” in living with the effects of Acquired Brain Injury (ABI) with a “Partner” who is coping with a similar ABI-related situation and is in need of support from a knowledgeable friend. The program is available to survivors, family members or unpaid providers of care.
Mentor/Partner matches are based on similar experiences, demographics and personal interests. The program is offered through local
brain injury associations all over Ontario, making it possible for people to participate wherever they live.
The Peer Support Mentoring Program for people living with ABI can be a great way to support efforts toward recovery, and complements
professional services. Mentors and Partners talk by phone or email so they can arrange a convenient time and can participate from
their own homes.

CONTACT
Brain Injury Association Quinte District
Carole Vincent, Peer Support Coordinator
281 Front Street, Belleville, ON 613-967-2756 Email: biaqd@bellnet.ca
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17
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24

25

Recreation Program
Movies

Caregiver Group
1 p.m.

12

19

26

13

14

15

Recreation Program
Bowling
BIAQD Reception
5 p.m.

BIAQD Conference

20

21

22

Victoria Day
Office Closed

Recreation Program
Gym Night Wellness
Centre

27

28
Recreation Program
Walk to DQ

16
Info & Support

29

5pm

23
Last day for Artwork to Pam for
the June Art Show

Mentor Training
9-2:30 BIAQ office

30

31
Candlelight Vigil
and BBQ-5 p.m.
The back of the
BIAQ office

